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March 20th 2014:Winning Ponies Presents Emmy Award
Winning Writer Lenny Shulman and DRF Columnist and
Handicapper Byron King

Thursday at 5 PM Pacific Time on
VoiceAmerica Variety Channel

LISTEN LIVE
Lenny Schulman is back to update us on his latest. A novel his
first "Long Way From Home" in which we follow the exploits of
wise-cracking New York author Dan Henry as he lurches
forward from unemployed writer to host of a TV sports talk
show--with help and hindrance from his brilliant, sex-addicted
attorney, and from a murky, mysterious source who feeds him
inside information. To Lenny's duties at The Blood-Horse, we
can now add novelist. Lenny's great sense of humor comes
across in this book while it weaves its way through intrigue.
Our second guest is Byron King, columnist and handicapper f
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Featured Guests
Lenny Shulman
Author and now humorist, Lenny Shulman has a new feature called "Lenny's Place"
that airs on the Blood-Horse website. In a new and different twist hLenny Shulman is
an Emmy Award-winning writer who has worked in newspaper, magazine, TV, and film.
For the past 13 years he has served as Features Editor of the Blood-Horse magazine.
He is the author of the book “Ride of Their Lives”, a look at the problems faced by top
jockeys in their lives and careers. He is also the writer and producer of “And They’re
Off”, a bi-monthly video on bloodhorse.com. As a TV writer Lenny worked nine years as
a writer/producer of the popular children’s show “Kids Incorporated”. He also worked
for FOX Sports on its N
Read more

Byron King
Byron King, a native of Louisville, Ky., is the Kentucky handicapper and columnist for
Daily Racing Form. A graduate of the University of Arizona Racetrack Industry Program,
he initially worked as the paddock host and morning-line odds maker for Sam Houston
Race Park before joining DRF in 1995. Since that time, he has covered racing from
across the country for the Form, with his primary focus now being on the Kentucky
circuit, and Churchill Downs in particular. In addition to his handicapping and reporting
duties for the Form, he is a horse owner and breeder, and has helped identify
numerous eventual stakes winners for private purchase for clients.
Read more
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